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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which two options are solutions and features of campus and
branch threat-centric solution?
(Choose two)
A. Behavioral indication of compromise
B. Network analytics
C. NGFW and NGIPS
D. Enabled and protected investment
E. File retrospection and trajectory
Answer: C,D

NEW QUESTION: 2

Which three statements describe the OSWatcher Black Box (OSWbb)
system monitoring and troubleshooting tool? (Choose three.)
A. OSWbb is an Oracle product and is installed by downloading
is from MOS and unpacking a tar file
B. OSWbb maintains an archive of text files containing gathered
statistics
C. OSWbb is designed to work with any POSIX-compliant shell
D. OSWbb is a set of scripts using traditional UNIX monitoring
tools to gather system activity and performance data
E. OSWbb is a part of the standard Oracle Linux distribution
F. OSWbb is an Oracle product and must be installed after
system installation using yum or rpm
Answer: A,B,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
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Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
DRAG DROP
You are the virtualization administrator for an organization,
You manage a virtual machine (VM) by using System
Center 2012 R2 Virtual Machine Manager. The VM is in a running
state.
You plan to use the System Preparation (Sysprep) tool to create
a virtual machine template from the VM.
You need to save a copy of the VM before you run the Sysprep
tool.
Which actions should you take? To answer, drag the appropriate
actions to the correct locations in the answer area.
Each action may be used once, more than once, or not at all.
You may need to drag the split bar between panes or
scroll to view content.
Answer:
Explanation:
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